
Transform your high-volume  
order fulfillment operations

Logiwa is the leading cloud WMS and  
DTC fulfillment system for high volume ecommerce

DTC FULFILLMENT SUCCESS

High-volume DTC requires unique capabilities

Whether you are an ecommerce retailer fulfilling orders directly to your customers 
or as a 3PL fulfilling orders on behalf of your retail clients, your success hinges on 
delivering a great fulfillment experience.

But DTC requirements are unique and difficult – and you need the right system in 
place to scale your fulfillment operations to meet growing demand while optimizing 
your costs and efficiency.

Logiwa WMS & DTC Fulfillment System:  
Purpose-built solution for your growing operations

Growing your high-volume ecommerce business demands capabilities that most 
legacy warehouse management systems (WMS) cannot provide. You need a solu-
tion that is flexible, scaleable and easy to update so you can adjust quickly as your 
market, supply, and online sales dynamics evolve. Logiwa’s cloud DTC Fulfillment 
System deploys quickly, updates seamlessly and delivers  
value to your fulfillment operations within 
weeks, not months.

Logiwa Quickly Delivers  
Maximum Value to your Business

40%
Increase in 

labor efficiency

3X
more orders shipped after first 

three months on Logiwa

8%
lower shipping costs with 

Logiwa rate shopping

“We were up and running on Logiwa in our first warehouse in 
just 2-3 weeks. Our west coast warehouse really took off after 
we started using Logiwa.”
Hooner Baweja, CEO and founder, Shipcube



Make high-volume order fulfillment your competitive advantage

More than just great software, we’re a high-volume fulfillment success company

The Logiwa DTC Fulfillment System is a fully integrated 
WMS and order fulfillment solution that empowers  

companies to run a digital fulfillment experience and grow 
your DTC business —without additional headcount.

Connected Ecommerce
Sell more with a fully integrated WMS that connects  
instantly with over 200 e-commerce, marketplaces, and 
order management systems.

Digital Warehousing
Run a fully digital fulfillment process with mobile apps, smart 
job batching, automation rules, real-time exception handling, 
and online reports.

Smart Shipping
Save time and money with price-optimized carrier selection 
and auto-printed shipping labels that get orders out the  
door faster.

Total Control
Easily update and extend your Logiwa WMS system in  
minutes not months: create warehouse layouts, update auto-
mation rules, and bring a new fulfillment center online with 
clicks not code.
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“Logiwa gets universal praise from our delivery and  
ops teams. We constantly hear about how much better  
Logiwa is than our old WMS.”
Jim Heinecke, Head of WMS and Systems Integration, Deliverr

We aren’t like the other warehouse and shipping products in the market. We respond to you in 7-9 minutes and have more 
automation superpowers than anyone else in the market.

Up and Running in 4 Weeks

100% SaaS product is easy to configure and  
easy to update. You can be up and running in 

weeks instead of months or years.

Awesome Automations

Use our pre-built automation rules or easily build 
your own to speed up everything from inbound 

operations to your pick, pack and  
shipping processes.

9 Minute Response Times

Our technology is great, but what customers 
love most is our amazing customer support.  
We actually get back to customer questions  

in 7–9 minutes!


